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ABOUT US

●

Customer-first mandate.

●

Expert AWS advice & execution.

AWS and DevOps consulting and implementation
services and solutions.

●

Superpower serving the needs of
rapid-growth companies.

All-in on AWS
nClouds is an award-winning AWS Premier Consulting Partner with a
long list of AWS credentials including Data & Analytics, DevOps,
Migration, MSP, Public Sector, SaaS, and Well-Architected. We’re all-in
on AWS. What’s more, in 2021 nClouds was recognized as the No. 10
fastest-growing IT solution provider in North America (CRN).
We are experts at serving the cloud requirements of rapid-growth
companies. In fact, nClouds and AWS previously announced a 3-year
agreement to collaborate on the needs of startups and growth companies.

Our mission: Deliver innovation faster
We partner with our customers, as extensions of their teams, to build and
manage modern infrastructure solutions that deliver innovation faster. We
leap beyond the status quo.

nClouds Consulting Services

DevOps

Managed Services

Cloud Migration

24/7 Support & SRE

Helping you deliver better
software faster.

Build secure, scalable,
future-proof infrastructure.

Your fast and easy path to
AWS.
●

World-class support and
SRE so you can focus on
creating new features.

●

MSP

Fargate, Kubernetes,
Docker

●

Infrastructure
automation

●

CI/CD pipeline
automation

●

Cost optimization

●

DevOps as a Service

●

Consolidated billing

●

24/7 support

● Containers: ECS, EKS,
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●

●

Migration readiness
assessment

●

SLA-level

Containerization &
DevOps instead of
lift-and-shift rehosting

●

DevOps

●

Infrastructure

Complex refactoring

●

Focus on performance
& availability
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nClouds Solutions & Products – Selected
AWS Well-Architected
Framework Reviews (WAFRs)

Containers &
Application Modernization

Apply architectural best practices to gain
strategic advantage. Read blog post.

Achieve increased deployment flexibility
and efficiency.

● Early-access, certified Well-Architected
launch partner – with hundreds of WAFRs.

● Expertise in all major container technologies:
ECS, EKS, Fargate, Kubernetes, Docker.

● Fastest, automated discovery of high-risk
issues (HRIs) using nOps (SaaS).

● Modernize with containerized application,
localized environment, and automated CI/CD
pipeline.

● Expert, collaborative remediation.

nOps Cloud Management

Data & Analytics
You've got the data. Now empower the business.

Cloud management for AWS, made easy.

● Expertise in AWS services: Glue, Athena,
EMR, Redshift, SageMaker, RDS, S3, more.

● Achieve continuous compliance
with AWS Well-Architected best practices.

● Data Lakes/Warehouse, Serverless ETL
Automation, Data Generation for ML/AI – all
optimized for cost.

● Resource & cost optimization.

Site Reliability Engineering (SRE)

● Security & compliance.
● Visibility, change management, root-cause
analysis.

Cost Optimization - ShareSave Service

Keep your systems fast and reliable, with
maximum uptime as they scale.

Save money and free up your engineers and
budget with AWS cost optimization.

● Provide incident management to limit
business disruption.

● On average, ShareSave achieves 40% net
savings off AWS On-Demand pricing.

● Work with your team to define SLOs & SLIs.

● No lock-in, no risk, buy-back guarantee.

● Implement monitoring and provide rapid
response to alerts to reduce MTTD & MTTR.

● Real-time adjustments to AWS compute
(EC2) commitments.

nClouds Values
● Partnerships based on
shared goals
● Challenge the status quo
● Innovation culture that
delivers client value
Read more
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nClouds has been an integral
part of our migration to AWS.
Their unique DevOps skill set
and AWS migration expertise
helped The Pill Club build an
automated infrastructure that’s
helping our engineers deliver
new features and functionality
rapidly.”
— The Pill Club
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nClouds built a solid architectural foundation for the launch of UpEquity. They applied their deep
AWS experience and DevOps skills to support our rapid growth and innovation."
— UpEquity

Representative nClouds clients

To learn more about nClouds customer success, read our case studies.
For more information, or to set an appointment to speak with us:

Email us

Set an appointment

Find us on the web

www.nclouds.com | +1-866-673-93301 | info@nclouds.com | subscribe for updates
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